PLEASE PARTICIPATE: Important Survey for Faculty Input into 21st Century Classroom Plan

An opportunity exists for CSUEB to update and refresh our classrooms over the next few years. COBRA (Committee on Budget and Resource Allocation) and FD&O (Facilities Development & Operations) are planning for this effort and are seeking campus input. A COBRA sub-committee has recently convened to support this process for classroom re-design.

The objective by June is to create a 21st Century Classroom Plan, which will consist of several design templates for various classroom sizes. A local architectural consulting company has been engaged to create the final design and budget guidelines.

At this time, the COBRA sub-committee asks faculty to complete a brief survey about our teaching environments. We are in a “brainstorming” stage and want to hear about your wishes and needs. We are not asking for details about particular classrooms, but, what classroom qualities are important to your effectiveness and what features become barriers for your teaching. A similar survey will be available to students.

We need your help to attain a quick turn around with this survey so results can be integrated into designs. As course content, student learning styles, and pedagogy changes with the 21st century, we recognize that our classrooms must evolve, too. Please take this opportunity to voice your ideas.

Participate via: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/M3P9H6F

Survey Period: 2/24/15 to 3/6/15